
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
We all know that managing an ever-changing 
equipment inventory and the movement of items 
can be a real challenge.  
 
Assettrac Ltd is dedicated to helping organisations 
track company equipment as well as manage items 
that require inspection.  

 
Paper based forms are slow, prone to error and at 
high risk to being damaged and lost. We provide the 
technology to do it all electronically giving you 
clarity on your items and manage them in a much 
more efficient way. 
 
With years of experience we work with you to provide a system that gives you the right information and also 
create a much more productive workforce and set of equipment.  
 
We provide whole system solutions that can include software, onsite resources, handheld devices, tags, 
training and support. 

 

Key Points 
 
 Secure online database to hold all your information, accessible 24/7. Users can add, edit, and dispose items 

online or via handheld device, including dedicated barcode terminals, smart phones or tablets. Full training 
and UK office hours support. 

 
 Customised item information available to update in real-time wherever you are. 
 
 Audit services to create your inventory or bring it up-to-date. All assets tagged and logged in one onsite 

visit of a few days, including serial numbers, so you have the information quickly. 

 

SAVE - Financially with better  
Business Information 

 
SAVE - Time with fast, paper-free  

Facilities Management

 
Better visibility of your asset distribution and values.  
Interrogate current, missing and disposed items. 

  
Eliminate the clipboard and inspect items electronically , 
reducing labour time and spend. Update information 
wherever you are, as it happens. 

 

 
Identify 'ghost' items and highlight equipment for higher 
utilisation to reduce expenditure. 

  
Whole lifecycle management of items from purchase to 
disposal. Demonstrate compliance with safety legislation. 

 

 
Full audit history information. Improve disaster recovery 
and business continuity. 

 

  
Track item condition, maintenance and other inspections. 

'Health-check'  budgeting and insurance requirements to 
ensure efficient spending. 

  
Track productivity or loan items to and from key personnel. 

 
Carry out depreciation of asset values. Report and export 
to other systems. 

 

  
Improved Theft Deterrence - with tamper resistant labels and 
frequent audits of vulnerable equipment 

 
Call us to discuss a professional effective solution 

01273 491267 / www.assettrac.co.uk 

Assettrac - Specialists in Physical Asset Management  
 

         Providing Software, Auditing, Consultancy and Training since 1999 
 


